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Honno Ltd, United Kingdom, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Nicki Orton (illustrator).
Illustrated. 198 x 129 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Twenty original voices explore their
personal connections to the landscapes that shaped their lives; with nature serving as a healer and
a teacher, this is a book about the unique bond with the natural world that grows over time spent in
the company of wild things. In some stories, that bond is felt just for a moment: dolphins following
a woman s sailing boat around the coast of Pembrokeshire; the arc of of red kite s tail feathers; a
full moon over water; reaching the summit; the feeling of snow; or discovering stalactites
underground. Others share their tales of a bond which has deepened over the years: walking a
familiar mountain in all its seasons; a lifetime s work researching one of the rarest treasures, the
Snowdon lily; rediscovering the land after a diagnosis of MS; memories of life by the sea on
Anglesey; a love affair with climbing that started in childhood; and saying goodbye to the headland
after 50 years of farming. This book brings a feminine perspective, with both new and established
voices, to contemporary...
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Reviews
This ebook is great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of reading through a composed pdf.
-- B r enda n Doyle
It in a of my personal favorite pdf. Of course, it really is play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Nichola s Ra tke
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